Dyadic data are common in the social sciences, although inference for such settings involves accounting for a complex clustering structure. Many analyses in the social sciences fail to account for the fact that multiple dyads share a member, and that errors are thus likely correlated across these dyads. We propose a nonparametric sandwich-type robust variance estimator for linear regression to account for such clustering in dyadic data. We enumerate conditions for estimator consistency. We also extend our results to repeated and weighted observations, including directed dyads and longitudinal data, and provide an implementation for generalized linear models such as logistic regression. We examine empirical performance with simulations and applications to international relations and speed dating.
Introduction
Dyadic data are central in social science applications ranging from international relations to "speed dating." Statistical analysis of dyads typically estimates how dyad-level outcomes (e.g., amount of trade between countries or the decision for one person to ask another on a date) relates to characteristics of the individual units as well as the dyad as a whole (e.g., measures of proximity between units). The usual approach is to regress the dyad-level outcome on unit-and dyad-level predictors. Inference is complicated by a complex dependency structure. A shock experienced by a given unit may affect all dyads of which that unit is a member, giving rise to "dyadic clustering."
We establish the consistency properties of a non-parametric sandwich estimator (Huber, 1967; White, 1980) for the variance of regression coefficients under dyadic clustering. Cluster-robust sandwich estimators are common for addressing dependent data (Angrist and Pischke, 2009, Ch. 8; Liang and Zeger, 1986) . Cameron, Gelbach and Miller (2011) provide a sandwich estimator for "multi-way" clustering, accounting, for example, for clustering between people by geographic location and age category. The methods cannot be readily applied to dyadic clustering, however, because dyadic clustering does not decompose neatly into crosscutting and disjoint groups. Fafchamps and Gubert (2007, Eq. 2.5 ) propose a sandwich estimator for dyadic clustering that is very similar to what we propose below. Their derivation is constructed through analogy to results of Conley (1999) . However, neither paper establishes conditions for consistency under dyadic clustering. We establish such consistency conditions. We also provide extensions to the longitudinal and weighted case as well as an implementation for generalized linear models such as logistic regression. We evaluate performance with simulations and applications to international relations and speed dating. Current statistical approaches to handling dyadic clustering include the use of parametric restrictions in mixed effects models (Gelman and Hill, 2007; Hoff, 2005; Kenny, Kashy and Cook, 2006) , spatial lag models (Beck, Gleditsch and Beardsley, 2006) , or permutation inference for testing against sharp null hypotheses (Erikson, Pinto and Rader, 2014) . Our results demonstrate that with even modest sample sizes, such restrictions are unnecessary for reliable inference on regression parameters. The variance estimation methods we develop are a natural complement to non-and semi-parametric approaches to regression with dyadic data (Green, Kim and Yoon, 2001 ).
Setting
We work within the "agnostic" (Angrist and Imbens, 2002; Lin, 2013) regression framework developed by Pischke (2009) and Goldberger (1991) . 1 We begin with a cross-section of undirected dyads and derive the basic convergence results for this case. A section below extends these results to repeated dyads, which covers directed dyads and longitudinal data.
Begin with a large population from which we take a random (i.i. 
where β is the slope that we would obtain if we could fit this model to the entire population, allowing for possible non-linearity in the true relationship between Chamberlain, 1982; White, 1984) . We have,
By continuity of the inverse, the finite support of X d and e d , X full rank, and the fact that the sum of dependent terms in this sum is O(D 3/2 ) (Lehmann, 1999, Eq. 2.8.4), we have that
, which has mean zero and variance,
Then,
where
, the set of dyads other than d that share a member from d. A is the dyad-specific contribution to the variance, and B is the contribution due to inclusion of common units in multiple dyads. Note that these features of the distribution of √ N(β − β ) establish the consistency ofβ as well, which is not surprising given standard results for the consistency of ordinary least squares coefficients on dependent data (White, 1984) .
Identification and Estimation
We consider the case where (2) holds and examine the properties of a plug-in variance estimator, analogous to the sandwich estimators defined for heteroskedastic or clustered data (Arellano, 1987; Cameron, Gelbach and Miller, 2011; Liang and Zeger, 1986; White, 1980) . We now establish sufficient conditions for consistency of the plug-in variance estimator. Proposition 1. Define the variance estimator
If (2) holds and X d and e d have bounded support such that 0
Proof. Convergence in expectation follows from consistency ofβ . To establish convergence in probability, we need only establish that Var [NV ]
We can rewrite NV as
is an indicator function denoting a pair of dyads d and d that share a member, as defined above. We have established that (X X/D) −1 converges in probability to a finite limit,
is of the same order as
To show that Var [NV ] converges to zero in probability, we need to establish that Ω is at most
The covariance terms take positive values when
(that is, when we have pairs of terms that are actually summed intoV ) and we have dependence
The six distinct ways that this can occur and the associated probabilities are as follows:
, and
Therefore the probability that this quadruple yields a positive covariance is the probability that the indicator functions are both one and the maximum probability that the covariances of the errors are non-zero, which is
Chebyshev's inequality completes the proof.
Implementation requires constructing the "meat" term ofV . For each dyad d, this involves evaluating for all other dyads whether they are members of S (d), an operation that requires a great deal of computing power when one goes beyond modest sample sizes.
Repeated Observations
The data may take the form of repeated dyad observations. For example, if the dyadic information is directional, then the data will contain two observations for each dyad, with one observation capturing the i to j direction, and the other capturing the j to i direction. Or, the data may include multiple observations for dyads over time. The results above translate straightforwardly to this setting. Formally, suppose that for each dyad 
. . .
and Y and X are defined as above, and let β r andβ r denote, respectively, the population slope and ordinary least squares estimator as defined above but now applied to the repeated dyads data.
Corollary 1. For the repeated dyads case, assume the same conditions as in Proposition 1 and consider the following variance estimator
Weighted Observations
Weighting is a common way to adjust for unequal probability sampling of dyadic interactions, among other applications. The extension to the weighted case is straightforward. Assume weighted directed dyad observations with weights finite and fixed; denote the weight for dyad d as 
Corollary 2. For the weighted dyads case, assume the same conditions as in Proposition 1 and consider the following variance estimator 
Generalized Linear Models
An implementation for generalized linear models follows the usual M-estimation results (Stefanski and Boos, 2002; Wooldridge, 2010, Ch. 12) . Given an estimating equation, ψ(D; θ ), on data D and with parameters θ and parameter estimatesθ , the sandwich approximation for the variance is, A −1 B{A −1 } , where
For logistic regression the estimating equation is,
where p d = expit(X dβ ), the predicted probability for dyad d. The plug-in variance estimator for logistic regression coefficients is given bŷ
The extensions to repeated and weighted observations follow analogously.
Simulation evidence
We examine the convergence properties of the proposed estimators under the cross-sectional and repeated dyads settings. We suppose that population values obey the following,
where Y d(i, j)t is the t th observed outcome for the dyad that includes units i and j, X i , X j , α i , α j , and u d(i, j)t are independent draws from standard normal distributions, and the compound error,
In the cross-sectional case, we only observe one outcome per dyad, so t = 1 for all observations (that is, the t subscript is extraneous for the cross-section case). In the repeated observations case, we have two observations per dyad, so t = 1, 2 for all dyads. We fix β 0 = 0 and β 1 = 1. The fact that X i and α i are constant across dyads that include unit i (same for j) implies non-zero intra-class correlation in both X and ε among sets of dependent dyads, in which case ignoring the dependence structure will tend to understate the variability in β . (This is the dyadic version of Moulton (1986)'s problem.) Results from 500 simulation runs are shown in Figure 1 , with the number of units going from 20 to 100. Convergence of standard errors based onV andV r (black box plots) to the true standard error (black diamonds) is quick, and by about 50 units, the estimates are quite stable. The gray box plots show distributions for alternative "naive" estimates: for the top figures, it is the "HC2" heteroskedasticity robust variance estimator, which does not account for either dyadic or repeat observation clustering (White, 1980; MacKinnon and White, 1985) , and for the bottom figures it is the "cluster robust" analogue of White (1980) 's estimator adapted to account for dependence across repeated dyad observations (Arellano, 1987; Liang and Zeger, 1986) . These naive estimators grossly understate the variability in the coefficient estimates.
International Militarized Disputes Application
Our first application is based on Russett and Oneal (2001) 's classic study of the determinants of international militarized conflicts. We replicate their primary analysis as reported in their Table  A5 .1. They use annual data on 146 states in the international system paired into 1,178 dyads (out of 10,585 possible) and observed for as few as one and as many as ninety years between 1885 and 1991, for a total of 39,988 observations. They regress a binary indicator for whether there was a militarized dispute between the states in the dyad on dyad-level attributes, including an indicator of whether the two states are formal allies, the log of the ratio of an index of military capabilities, the lowest score in the dyad on a democracy index, the ratio of the value of trade and the larger GDP of the two states, an indicator of whether both states are members of a common intergovernmental organization (IGO), an indicator of whether the states are geographically contiguous, the log of the geographic (Euclidean) distance between the two states' capitals, an indicator of whether both states are "minor powers" in the international system, and a constant term. In their original analysis, Russett and Oneal fit a GEE model assuming AR(1) errors within dyads over time (Zorn, 2001) . Table 1 shows the results of our reanalysis. Columns (1) and (2) replicate the original published results. Columns (3)- (6) show coefficients and various standard error estimates for a simple (pooled) logistic regression. There is little difference in the coefficient estimates from the GEE-AR(1) model as compared to the simple logistic regression, so we focus on the standard error estimates. Column (4) contains estimates that account only for dyad-year heteroskedasticity, column (5) also accounts for arbitrary dependence over time for each dyad, and then column (6) also accounts for dyadic clustering. Accounting for the dyadic and repeated-observation clustering results in standard error estimates that are an order of magnitude larger than what we obtain when we ignore all clustering and often more than double what one would estimate were one to account for repeated dyads clustering but ignore the inter-dyadic clustering. The latter result is also relevant . Black box plots show the distribution of standard error estimates using the proposed dyadic cluster robust estimator. In the top two figures, gray box plots show standard error estimates from a heteroskedasticity robust estimator while in the bottom two figures, gray box plots show standard error estimates from a "naive" cluster-robust estimator that clusters by dyad over repeated observations (but does not cluster by units across dyads). when comparing the standard errors from the original GEE-AR(1) model, as they resemble the estimates in column (5).
Speed Dating Application
Our second application is based on Fisman et al. (2006) 's seminal study of the determinants of mate selection in a speed dating experiment. We replicate their primary analysis for female participants (as reported in column 1 of their Table III) using data from 21 dating sessions that the experimenters conducted. 2 These data include 278 women paired into 3,457 female-male dyads. Fisman et al. (2006) regress a binary indicator for whether the female subject desired contact information for a male partner on the subject's ratings of the partner's ambition, attractiveness, and intelligence based on a 10-point Likert scale. The regression controls for female-subject fixed effects and weights observations contributed by each female subject by the inverse of the number of partners with which she was paired. Table 2 shows the results of our re-analysis. 3 Again, we see that accounting for the dyadic clustering (column 4) yields standard error estimates that are larger than what one would get if one ignored all clustering (column 2) or only accounted for within-subject clustering (column 3). The difference between accounting only for within-subject clustering and also taking inter-dyadic clustering into account is less pronounced than in the previous example. This is to be expected given that the amount of dyadic dependence in this dataset is limited: dyads were formed only within sessions that included between 5 and 22 male partners.
Conclusion
We have established convergence properties for a non-parametric variance estimator for regression coefficients that accounts for dyadic clustering. The estimator applies no restrictions on the dependency structure beyond the dyadic clustering assumption, and we even allow for the regression model to be misspecified for the conditional mean. The estimator is consistent in the number of units that form the basis of dyadic pairs. Simulations confirm that the estimator approaches the true standard error with modestly-sized samples. Applications show that inferences can be seriously anti-conservative if one fails to account for the dyadic clustering. This estimator is a natural complement to the non-parametric and semi-parametric regression analyses that are increasingly common in the social sciences (Angrist and Pischke, 2009 ).
